Conservation of electric charge Q is a universal law in the sense that it should be conserved in any interaction, known or yet unknown. However Q should not be considered as a simple number but as the half sum of two irreducible quantities BAL= A-L (A is the baryonic number and L is the leptonic number) and total flavour TF. Conservation of electric charge implies obviously conservation of Q (considered as a simple number) but also BAL and TF. We verify that electromagnetism and strong interaction which conserve Q, A and L and all individual flavours conserve obviously BAL and TF; likely weak interaction which conserves Q, A and L conserves also BAL and TF. However conservation of BAL does not imply necessarily conservation of A and L. In effect ∆BAL=0 has another solution ∆A=∆L= ± 1 which points to a possible solution to explain how a material and neutral universe could arise evolving from A=0 L=0 Q=0 state to A>0 Q=0 state through a process which would conserve BAL and TF without conserving separately A and L.
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Introduction
Conservation laws are the backbone of physics. They determine what can or cannot occur. Some of them are universal in the sense that it is believed that any possible process has to fulfil them without exception. From the fundamental point of view, these conservation laws are either motional (the conservation of energy, of linear momentum, of angular momentum is deeply related to space-time symmetries and thus must be valid for all known or yet unknown interactions) or material (the conservation of electric charge Q is also believed to be always valid since electric charge has dynamical roles being the source of electromagnetism but conservation of Q is not related to space-time symmetries). No one has observed any process violating any of these rules.
However, we remark that the above conservation laws are only necessary conditions and not at all sufficient conditions. A hypothetical process which obeys only these conditions is thus not necessarily a process which can really take place in nature. So in classical physics, a process which occurs in nature has to obey an additional condition: the conservation of matter in the form of the conservation of mass. For microscopic processes electric charge Q has another interesting property: it always comes in units. Conservation of Q is then a simple counting relation. Again conservation of Q is not sufficient to be sure that a hypothetical reaction which fulfils it is really possible. In fact to explain why certain nuclear reactions and particle reactions are observed and why other reactions are not observed physicists introduced progressively other quantum numbers such as baryon number A, lepton number L or individual flavours like strangeness, charm …which come also in units. The concept of baryon number A is an extension of the concept of mass number (number of protons plus neutrons) in nuclear reactions. Now we know that matter is formed by quarks (constituents of hadrons which are particles sensitive to strong interaction) and leptons (electrons, muons, taus and corresponding neutrinos which are particles insensitive to strong interaction). Physics is essentially an experimental science. Theories have to be confronted as closely as possible with experiments and observation which suggest patterns and rules.
Conservation laws in microscopic processes were deduced empirically from innumerable observed reactions and from innumerable not observed reactions where all universal conservation laws were clearly satisfied. Apparently all observed reactions do satisfy 3 conservation of A and conservation of L. And one always fails to observe a reaction which violates either A or L. It is thus tempting to consider conservation of A and conservation of L on the same footing as conservation of Q. On the contrary other conservation laws such as conservation of individual flavours (upness, downess, strangeness, charm …) are not universal in the sense that they are not valid in all interactions namely we know they are strictly conserved in electromagnetism and strong interaction but not in weak interaction. We note also that parity is conserved in electromagnetism and strong interaction but is not conserved in weak interaction.
At present, all observed microscopic processes can be understood within electromagnetism, strong interaction and weak interaction which are the three interactions of the Standard Model. These interactions always conserve baryonic number A, leptonic number L and electric charge Q. Microscopically it means that a quark remains a quark and a lepton remains a lepton after the exchange of messengers: photons for electromagnetism, W and Z for weak interaction and gluons for strong interaction. The exchange of photon, gluon or Z (they are all electrically neutral) does not modify the flavour and the charge of the particle while the exchange of W (charged particles) modifies the flavour and the charge of the particle. Gravitation is completely negligible at microscopic level. Experimentally, there is no known actually observed microscopic process which violates any of these numbers (A, L and Q). Despite gigantic efforts one has also always failed to observe indisputably a hypothetical microscopic process revealing either the violation of baryonic number A (no evidence of proton decay. Any unambiguous detection of proton decay would prove that there must exist an interaction which violates baryon number with or without violation of lepton number) or L (no evidence of neutrinoless double beta decay). Any unambiguous detection of neutrinoless double beta decay would signify that there exists a process (governed by weak interaction) which violates L with ∆L=2 but conserves A. While no one seriously doubts the validity of conservation of electric charge Q there is a priori no sound theoretical reason to require conservation of A and L in any circumstance. Conservation of A and L is considered to be only empirical rules. That is the reason why physicists search so eagerly to put into Observation that our Universe is material and neutral excluded symmetric universe first suggested by Dirac (it would contain one-half matter particles and one-half antimatter particles; one-half stars one-half antistars; one-half galaxies one-half antigalaxies). The fundamental problem is then to find out a possible logical path permitting to evolve from A=0 Q=0 initial state to A>0 Q=0 final state (our present Universe). The Standard Model cannot provide a mechanism to do it since none of its interactions can change A. It is necessary to go beyond the Standard Model.
In 1967 an original possible solution to get out of this impasse was pointed out by Sakharov [3] in his pioneer work 'Violation of CP invariance, C asymmetry, and baryon asymmetry of the universe'. CP violation was discovered in 1964 while there was and there still is no experimental evidence of particle interactions where the baryon number is violated.
All observed particle reactions have equal baryon number and equal lepton number before and after. To date CP violation has been observed only in the decays of K mesons and B mesons. and what is strictly conserved is energy and not mass. But generally the Q-value of a reaction is very tiny relative to masses, so in chemistry mass conservation is considered to be valid and is experimentally verified to a great accuracy even if strictly speaking mass is not conserved. electromagnetism and gravitation which have both infinite ranges.
Conservation of matter in the form of conservation of A and L in nuclear physics and particle physics
Stability of nuclei and existence of beta radioactivity cannot be explained within electromagnetism and gravitation. They require two interactions unknown in classical physics: strong interaction to explain stability of nuclei and weak interaction to account for radioactivity. These interactions must obviously fulfil all universal conservation laws namely conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum, energy and electric charge. But manifestly it is not sufficient to account for nuclear reactions or particle reactions since many reactions (for example p + n p + n + n) that do conserve all these laws manifestly do not occur in nature. We point out that the existence of the above hypothetical process would mean that an additional material neutral particle is created thus matter is not conserved. To account for these experimental facts it is assumed that interactions between particles obey additional conservation laws which are not revealed through the behaviour of macroscopic objects. of existing particles, each matter particle having a distinct corresponding antimatter particle.
A particle and its antiparticle have opposite charge, opposite charge distributions and currents, opposite A, L and flavours and more generally their algebraic properties are all opposite. We deduce immediately that a truly neutral particle (TNP) which is defined as a particle identical with its antiparticle should have all its algebraic properties known or yet unknown equal to 0 there were no matter particles and no antimatter particles in the universe leading to A=0 and L=0 and also evidently Q=0. We can verify over and over again that all microscopic processes so far observed experimentally (which thus take place in nature), do conserve A and L together with Q. They are governed by electromagnetism, strong interaction or weak interaction. In addition electromagnetism and strong interaction conserve strictly also individual flavours while weak interaction conserves only A, L and Q.
Apparent violation of conservation laws: misinterpretation or genuine fact
Physics is essentially an experimental and/or observational science. Theory must stand When there is apparently contradiction between experiments and/or observation and conservation laws, it is important to scrutinize the situation: it may reveal a misinterpretation (wrong scenario) or it may point to a genuine violation meaning that the examined conservation law is in reality not universal but valid for certain interactions and not for others interactions.
Alpha decay is governed by strong interaction and its spectrum is discrete so it was at first thought that beta spectrum should be also discrete. Experiments show indeed clearly that beta spectrum is continuous and does not present a peak at maximum energy. It was not possible to interpret alpha decay and beta decay with the same mechanism. The necessity to process (taking implicitly conservation of parity for granted for this process) means on the contrary that neutrino and antineutrino are different. The latter statement was no more valid after the fall of parity, absence of this process might be due to the fact that the neutrino has no mass. Identity of neutrino and antineutrino is only a necessary condition but is no more a sufficient condition for the occurrence of neutrinoless double beta decay. Non zero mass neutrino is an additional necessary condition. It is clear that the neutrino as any other particle has to be either identical with or different from its antiparticle. Since the neutrino has at least one algebraic property different from zero, neutrino cannot be identical with antineutrino. Neutrinoless double beta decay cannot then occur whatever the mass of neutrino is. Persistent absence of evidence of this process despite more and more improved sensitivity reflects indeed evidence of absence of this process. We remark that the decay of neutron into 
Instability (stability) from experimental point of view
We can only prove experimentally that a nucleus (a particle) is unstable by observing its decay (through any channel) while it is not possible to prove experimentally that a nucleus (particle) is absolutely stable since the time of observation should be infinite while any time of observation however long is necessarily finite. Practically, we isolate a great number N of given nuclei (particles) and we try to count during a counting time T the number n of nuclei (particles) which decay. If n is clearly different from zero it means that the nuclei (particles) are unstable and it is easy to deduce from n, N and T the mean lifetime τ of the nucleus (particle). If the detector is ideal with an efficiency of 1 then n is also the number of observed events.(In fact we have to take into account the efficiency ε of real detector, the number of observed events is then εn)
To be significant, the identification of examined decay should be unequivocal and the determination of n without ambiguity (signals should be well above background which could hide signals) and NT should be significantly greater than τ. If τ is a very great number (great meanlife, then we have to have NT sufficiently great. We cannot decide, when there is no evidence of decay, that the nucleus (particle) is truly stable or it is indeed unstable but with a lifetime too long to allow the observation of its decay. We can only hope that by increasing 12 NT its decay will become observable. This ambiguity could only be lifted (in favour of unstablity) if the decay turns out to be unambiguously observed. Otherwise, the ambiguity always remains. From the strictly point of view of experiments, we can say with certainty that a given nucleus (particle) is unstable if we observe at least one unequivocal decay, but we can never say that a nucleus (particle) is absolutely stable even if again and again, there is no evidence of its decay. It is always possible to postulate that indeed τ >>NT so that decay has no chance to be detected. Se has a half-live of 8.3 10 19 y against double-beta decay (via second-order weak interaction).
Instability deduced from theory and conservation laws
However it is possible to deduce what particle is unstable (stable) from properties of a given particle and lighter particles together with conservation laws. It is a universal principle that every particle decays into lighter particles, unless prevented from doing so by some conservation law. Physics is ruled by conservation laws which determine what cannot occur.
And there is a prejudice that conversely, any process which does not contradict these laws is permitted and does indeed take place and thus could be observed provided appropriate conditions. Conservation laws of energy, of linear momentum and of angular momentum which are kinematical are related to space-time symmetries, are universal in the sense that they are valid for all kinds of interactions, known or yet unknown. We deduce immediately particles with zero mass are stable otherwise there would be non conservation of energy.
More generally the decay of a particle to a set of particles is potentially possible only if their total mass is less than the particle under consideration. On the contrary, conservation laws of electric charge Q or other quantum numbers such as baryon number A, lepton number L or different kinds of flavours are material conservation laws. Q having a dynamical role, conservation of Q is believed to be very fundamental and should be universal and always be valid as motional conservation laws. The electron is thus stable since it is the lightest charged particle. The stability of the proton is more debatable even if there is so far no evidence of its decay which should respect the conservation of Q and in the same time violates baryon number A. A could be violated because so far A is not known to have the same dynamical 13 role as Q. We should realize that any decay should be governed by a fundamental interaction, so it must respect all conservation laws of the corresponding interaction. Since all known interactions of the Standard Model conserve strictly A, proton decay, if it exists should be governed by an yet unknown interaction with strict conservation of Q but permitting nevertheless the violation of A. This new interaction could have been at the origin of our observed asymmetric universe which is a matter universe and not a matter and antimatter universe. We remark that material conservation laws are specific to each kind of interaction (for example weak interaction does not conserve individual flavours while strong interaction and electromagnetism do conserve them). It is conceivable that a new interaction conserving Q but violating A exists in order to explain our material universe. separately required. ∆A could thus be different from zero and we emphasize it is a necessary condition for any possible interaction leading to a matter-antimatter asymmetric universe.
Sakharov tried to explain the most fascinating aspect of our universe: it is material but overlooked the second aspect of our universe which is apparently natural: it is electrically neutral. Indeed these two aspects are inseparable and are the most salient observational features of our universe which is composed of baryons (protons, neutrons) and leptons (electrons, neutrinos). More specifically the positive charge of protons is balanced by the negative charge of electrons. The immediate consequence is the strict equality between the number of protons and the number of electrons [24, 25]. The riddle is thus how to evolve from A=0, L=0 and Q=0 universe to A>0 and Q=0 universe via elementary processes with the outcome that at last the number of protons should be equal to the number of electrons. We remark that a process which could create a pair of proton electron (antiproton and antielectron) would satisfy this strict equality. We see then immediately that the conserved 'combined' quantity should be indeed A-L: from A=0, L=0 and Q=0 state (no proton, no 14 electron) we can go to A=1, L=1 and Q=0 state (one proton, one electron) where the charge of proton is balanced by the charge of electron. We remark that the conservation of 'combined' quantity proposed by Sakharov could not create a material and neutral universe as observed experimentally.
Q is not a simple number it is indeed intimately related to A, L and flavours
Electromagnetism depends solely on the value of electric charge Q, but Q is not a simple algebraic number such as A, L or strangeness …it is indeed intimately related to these additive quantum numbers.
In 1961 Indeed the eightfold way model lies basically on the Gell-Mann and Nishijima formula in the following form:
For any hadron, Q is simply related to I 3 and the hypercharge HY= A + S Q = I 3 2
We underscore that HY is the sum of baryon number which characterize matter particles sensitive to strong interaction and strangeness which is a flavour number. The By analogy, we define the total leptonic flavour TLF as the sum of six leptonic flavours.
We obtain then a formula for Q valid for leptons, in close analogy with Eq.
And more generally for any particle (hadrons, leptons, messengers)
with BAL= A-L and TF=THF+TLF where A is the baryon number, L is the lepton number, THF is the total hadronic flavour, TLF is the total leptonic flavour and TF the total flavour. Baryon number A characterizes matter particles sensitive to strong interaction and lepton number L characterizes matter particles insensitive to strong interaction. It is then natural to group them together into BAL as we group flavours terms into TF. We note that flavour numbers of quarks (baryonic matter) are either positive or negative. BAL is defined as baryon number minus lepton number (or baryon plus antilepton number). BAL is positive for baryonic matter particles sensitive to strong interaction and negative for leptonic matter particles insensitive to strong interaction. Any elementary or composite particle should be defined by these two numbers and not just by the algebraic value of Q which is equal to the half sum of these two independent and irreducible quantities. BAL is reduced to A for hadronic particles, to (-L) for leptons and to 0 for 16 messengers (γ, W, Z and gluons). Due to this relation, conservation of Q means not only conservation of the number Q but also conservation of two irreducible and linearly independent quantities BAL and TF. Each particle is characterized by BAL and TF which together define the value Q. Because of this particular structure of Q, it is evidently necessary that the value of Q is conserved but it is not sufficient. To be complete conservation of electric charge should be understood as conservation of BAL and TF or any of them together with Q considered as a simple number. Indeed conservation of any two of Q, BAL and TF implies automatically the conservation of the third quantity. This complex structure of electric charge could explain why certain processes conserving algebraic value of Q are possible and observed while other processes conserving also apparently Q are never observed and seem to be forbidden.
Conservation of BAL means ∆A=∆L and conservation of TF means ∆THF=-∆TLF
One solution could be ∆A=∆L=0 which requires that A and L are separately conserved.
Similarly one solution for ∆TF=0 is ∆THF=-∆TLF=0
Obviously if each individual flavour is conserved then ∆THF=-∆TLF=0
It is precisely the case for strong interaction and electromagnetism (and also weak interaction 
Conjecture of a novel interaction MC conserving BAL, TF and Q but violating A and L. Possible tests
We point out that conservation of BAL has a solution other than ∆A=∆L=0, namely ∆A=∆L= ± 1 which is astonishingly the very condition required for the creation of a pair of proton electron or a pair of antiproton antielectron. It allows also the creation of a pair of neutron neutrino or antineutron antineutrino. 17 We could conjecture a novel interaction called Matter Creation 
has very strict implications. Any possible reaction which conserves Q has to fulfil the condition ∆A=∆L=0 or ∆A=∆L= ± 1 (and possibly other integers). We see immediately that neutrinoless double beta decay cannot occur. This hypothetical process could be indeed considered as a very stringent test of our formula. We can thus predict that all future experiments on neutrinoless double beta decay would only give negative results (one could only determine lower limits of half-life whatever the sensitivity is). If it turns out that neutrinoless double beta decay events are univocally observed then there would be incompatibility and it would be necessary to find out the reason. More generally unequivocal observation of any process with ∆A ≠ ∆L would invalidate our formula. MC would allow the disintegration of proton into channels verifying ∆A=∆L ≠ 0 but would not allow channels implying ∆A ≠ ∆L. Despite gigantic efforts to find out proton decay there is so far no univocal signal. Observation of proton decay if unambiguous should be confronted with our prediction. Z* if it exists is certainly heavier than Z 0 (91 GeV). But it is not necessary that it is as heavy as X bosons in GUTs (10 15 GeV) and the energy needed to create Z* might be attainable now or in the future in accelerator experiments. The best way to try to create Z* would be to use electron antielectron or proton antiproton collisions. Z* if created would be revealed by the creation of a triquark (uud) and an electron. The signature would be either the detection of an electron together with three jets of quarks (uud) or an electron and a proton.
MC force would permit the creation of either a baryon lepton pair or an antibaryon antilepton pair (∆A=∆L= ± 1 and ∆THF=-∆TLF= ± 1). The addition of MC force has the advantage to provide a plain and natural explanation of our neutral matter universe, without 18 losing any feature explainable by the Standard Model. It does not require the existence of an anti-Universe rendering this concept superfluous. We remark also that the creation of our Universe was an historical event. Our model would explain why our Universe could be material and neutral but could not account for the precise value of the excess of matter particles over antimatter particles which should be considered as incidental. We developed a tossing model to explain why asymmetry was necessarily obtained but the value of the asymmetry was incidental [2].
Conclusion
Physics is essentially an experimental and observational science. Predictions of any theory have to be confronted with experiments and observations. Conservation laws are the backbone of physics. All observed processes should conserve all universal laws and also specific laws associated to the interaction which governs the observed process. Conservation of electric charge Q considered as an algebraic number is believed to be an universal law (dynamical role in electromagnetism; no experimental counterexample) while conservation of baryon number and lepton number is suspected to be not universal because A or L seem not to be source of a field even if there is so far no experimental unequivocal example of either A or L violation in microscopic processes. There is thus no theoretical reason to consider the conservation of these two quantities as universal. In addition there is also observational reason to doubt the universal validity of conservation of A and L. In effect if conservation of A and conservation of L are separately absolute there would be no means to create from pure energy (A=0, L=0, Q=0) our Universe which is known to be material and neutral. Indeed the very existence of our material and neutral universe requires a process violating baryon number but conserving strictly Q. This process should have existed since our universe exists (if our universe was born from an initial state without matter particles and without antimatter particles).
By generalizing the Gell-Mann and Nishijima formula, we obtained a general formula relating Q to other quantities such as baryon number A, lepton number L and flavours. Q should not be considered as a simple number but as the half sum of two irreducible quantities BAL= A-L and total flavour TF. Conservation of electric charge implies obviously conservation of Q (considered as a simple number) but indeed also BAL and TF.
All known conservation laws associated to electromagnetism, strong interaction and weak interaction which all conserve A and L correspond to the solution ∆A=∆L=0. But ∆BAL=0
has another solution ∆A=∆L= ± 1 which points to a possible solution to explain how a 19 material and neutral universe could evolve from A=0 L=0 Q=0 state to A>0 Q=0 state through a process which conserves BAL and TF without conserving separately A and L.
Because of the structure of Q, conservation of electric charge which is universal requires in reality conservation of three numerical quantities Q, BAL and TF. Conservation of two of them implies automatically the conservation of the third quantity. This is the reason why it is sufficient to verify that A, L and Q are conserved in processes governed by weak interaction.
